ABSTRACT Listeria monocytogenes is a pathogen typically acquired through the ingestion of foods. It has been specifically reported that the pathogen is widely distributed in raw seafood in Japan. Here, we report the whole-genome sequence and sequence type (ST) of a Listeria monocytogenes strain isolated from salmon roe sold in the Japanese retail market.
administered by the Pasteur Institute and the University of Oxford (11) , and then the strain was identified as sequence type 5 (ST5) (clonal complex 155 [CC155]).
In the United States and Europe, where health surveillance systems are efficient, there are sufficient listeriosis data. Meanwhile, there were no surveillance data in Japan due to limited identification techniques and insufficient attention to L. monocytogenes in Asia (12) . Hence, Asian data are not taken into account in global epidemiological surveys and comprehensive risk analyses. In the future, this report will play an important role in providing Asian data for large epidemiology surveys.
Data availability. The assembled genome sequence was registered in GenBank under the accession number BIXX01000000. Raw sequence reads have been deposited in the NCBI Sequence Read Archive under BioProject number PRJDB6714 and run number DRR124347.
